Ned Goold Trio

Ensemble members:  
Ned Goold—saxophones (composer)  
Neal Caine—bass  
Charles Goold—drums

Title of the commissioned work: Variations On a Theme By Irving Berlin

Instrumentation:  
saxophones; bass; drums

Composer’s Statement:  
“A long trio piece with various manipulations of time and harmony all in time culminating in a third and clear statement of the theme.”

Length of the work: 20 Minutes
Recording: Available. Please contact the artist directly.

Stated Technical Requirements:  
“standard technical requirements for a piano-less jazz trio”

Contact Information:
Composer: Charles Ned Goold  
Booking contact person: Charles Goold  
Phone: (973) 851-7277  
Cell phone: (973) 851-7277  
Email: goooold@yahoo.com  
Website: www.nedgoold.com